
Retreats & Mentoring Experiences Availability

                         BaseCamp (Online Training)
                         A gritty approach to answering hard-hitting and  
                            meaningful questions about the life you’re currently  
                            living, versus the one you ultimately want.

Download 
Now

                        BraveEntrepreneur Coaching
                        A unique concept combining Coaching &  
                           Masterminding for Entrepreneurs who want to make
                           a big impact on their lives by impacting the lives of

others. It’s time to Go Beyond You.

Apply Online

                         BraveSoul Ireland (June 17-24, 2017)
                         Described by most as the single-most beautiful and  
                            meaningful experience of their lives. Explore the  
                            power of your story and gain the intuitive clarity that  
                            leaves you simply knowing who you are and what  
                            you want from life. Discover Ireland. Discover You.

50% Full
Apply Online

                         Give & Grow India (September 2-14, 2017)
                         If you’re open to the fact that your gift may not be  
                            the same as your talent, or you feel at some level you  
                            are destined for more. Then this is a must do  
                            experience. Join us in India and Uncover, Understand,                  

and Unleash Your Gift on the World.

Apply Online

                         Private Coaching
                        Private one-to-one coaching to focus on nothing other
                            than YOU. A safe and confidential environment to put
                            your challenges (seen & unseen) on the table to
                            someone who cares, but is not attached to the outcome.

Limited 
Availability

Apply Online

Seeking Clarity, Looking to Transition, or Want to Realign Your Life?

“What separates Philip from a lot of coaches, speakers and gurus is originality. He brings new 
conversations to the table and spends an obscene amount of time thinking and challenging  

the status quo, instead of simply repackaging business & life hacking strategies.  
Philip McKernan is a philosopher, a modern day philosopher of the human experience.” 
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For more information, email us at hello@PhilipMcKernan.com


